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Terry Higa

Terry Higa is a practicioner of the Mitsufumi style of
Okinawan koten or classical taiko and has been the
instructor for the Hawaiʻi Taiko Kai since 1990. As a
member of the Mitsufumi Ryu Taiko Hozon,
headquartered in Okinawa, he earn his instructor’s
certificate (kyōshi) in 1994 and in 2019 was granted the
rank of shihan or master.
Born and raised in Paʻia, Maui, Terry moved to Honolulu
in 1963 to attend college. He retired from the State of
Hawaiʻi where he last served as the Administrative
Services Officer for the Department of Commerce and
Consumer Affairs. Terry and wife Joleen have been
married for forty-six years and are now proud
grandparents.
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Brandon
Ufugusuku Ing
Born and raised in Kāneʻohe on the east side of the island of Oʻahu, I am 4th
generation Chinese on my father's side, and 4th generation Okinawan on my
mother's side. My mother's family name is Oshiro, and my maternal ancestors came
to Hawaiʻi from the villages of Hiyagon (now part of Okinawa-city), and Toguchi in
Kitanakagusuku. Traditional Okinawan music was my gateway to Okinawan culture,
as my grandpa played the sanshin, and my grandma practiced Okinawan dance. I
began learning the sanshin in 2005 and went to Okinawa in 2009 on a cultural
scholarship sponsored by the Okinawan Prefectural Government to further study
classical Ryukyuan performing arts at the prefectural arts university. The study
program was for one year, but I became an elementary school English teacher and
lived and worked in Okinawa until 2014. It was at this time that I began to
study Uchinaaguchi, the native Okinawan language. While in Okinawa, I met my
wife, who is 3rd generation Okinawan, born and raised in Argentina. I have been
fortunate enough to have also spent time in Argentina, where many of the older
generation Okinawans still speak their native language.
Soon after I started learning sanshin, I also became involved with Ukwanshin
Kabudan. Their activities and principles were and are still very inspirational to me,
and have played a significant role in shaping my own values as an Uchinaanchu/
shimanchu/indigenous Loochooan.
While the traditional performing arts remain an inseparable part of my cultural
practices, over the years, learning and perpetuating Uchinaaguchi has become
another one of my main interests. Currently, I create music using lyrics
in Uchinaaguchi, and also lead the Shimakutuba classes for Ukwanshin Kabudan.
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ushii chinin
© K. Kunishi

With her mother from Shuri and her father from Sashiki, ushii chinin was born and raised in
her mother’s hometown. After graduating from high school, she went to Tsuda University ––
one of the first women’s colleges in Japan –– where she completed her BA in International
Relations. She then went on to earn a Law degree at the prestigious University of Tokyo.
Upon returning to her homeland of Duuchuu (“Ryukyu” in the Shuri dialect), ushii has been
involved in anti-/de-militarization and decolonization efforts as a mother of two, a writer and
public speaker, an educator, and a community activist. She completed her MA at Okinawa
International University, focusing on Okinawan women’s agency and decolonial struggle in
anti-military activism. She currently lectures on Okinawa’s modern social history and military
issues at Okinawa International University. Along with numerous articles relating to various
Okinawan social issues, ushii’s book-length publications include: Ushi ga Yuku:
Shokuminchishugi wo Tanken shi, Watashi wo Sagasu Tabi (2010) (“Where Ushi Goes:
Exploring Colonialism and the Journey to Find Myself”); Shiranfuunaa no Bouryoku (2013)
(“The Violence of Feigning Ignorance”).
In his artist talk at the Okinawa Prefectural Museum, “Situation—Identity: Lost and
Questioned Consciousness – Exploring the Relationship Between Okinawan Society and Art,”
famed artist Kengi Takara1 made the following comment about ushii:
“… I found this incredible person named ushii chinin who walks around confidently in Tokyo
and appears at meetings in Okinawan traditional attire and “kampuu” hair-style. It’s just
amazing to see people like her. Even though I didn’t know her well personally, just looking at
her like that made me feel empowered. It is so rare to see an Uchinaanchu like her carry so
much confidence because many would feel too ashamed of looking like ʻcrazy.ʻ I remember
I felt thrilled to find this awesome ʻinagu (woman in Okinawan).”
1Kengi

Takara is an Okinawan artist born in Saipan in 1939, and came back to Okinawa when he was 6 years-old. His artwork focuses
on militarism and (US and Japanese) colonialism, imperialism in Okinawa.
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Moe Yonamine
I am a first-generation immigrant born in Naha. My family comes from Sobe,
Nakijin and Henza, and although I immigrated to the U.S. with my mother when
I was seven, I have always returned to Okinawa regularly where the rest of my
family has remained.
Back in Okinawa, I spent a great deal of time with my aunt and uncle on the
sacred island of Henza where I learned the slow way of life, grounded in our
ancient culture and traditions. In addition, my biggest influencers in learning
and developing my Uchinaanchu identity have been my grandfather, a retired
district attorney and later defense attorney who fought continuously for
Uchinaanchu people's rights, as well as my great-aunty who was the youngest
teacher and survivor of Himeyuri School Corps.
The first time I engaged in activism for Okinawa was in the aftermath of the
horrific rape incident of 1995. As a teenager, I joined fellow Uchinaanchu along
Route 58 in a march that will stay with me forever. Since then, I have been
involved with the International Women's Network Against Militarism following
the Beijing Conference, helped start the Uchina International Youth Program in
the 90s, a delegate at the UN Conference on Racism and an advocate for
immigrant/refugee youth. I have written multiple articles on the history of
Okinawa along with current issues for Henoko in Rethinking Schools, Zinn
Education Project, Common Dreams and the Huffington Post. Currently, I am an
Ethnic Studies high school teacher in Portland, Oregon, a writer and editor for
Rethinking Schools, and a proud mother of four.
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Kaiya LaguardiaYonamine
My name is Kaiya Laguardia-Yonamine. I am second-generation
Uchinaanchu. My heritage is mixed, and I am also Afro-Cuban. As the
oldest of four siblings, I grew up hearing stories from my mom about
the ocean and our family in Okinawa and couldn't wait to go. I held
these stories close to my heart, and eventually had my first
experience visiting Okinawa when I was a freshman in high school.
Carrying these memories helped build a stronger connection with my
identity not just as a mixed Uchinaanchu girl, but also as a student in
the continental US trying to navigate my communities. With family in
many parts of Okinawa, I learned to love the contrasting areas and
lifestyles that I experienced on both sides of the world.
My fight for Henoko began in my junior year of high school when I
witnessed the sit-ins for the first time. After witnessing that, I couldn't
just go home and not do anything. I was moved to action and
returned to Henoko the following year to begin a documentary. I
wanted to show the world what's happening and produced "Our
Island's Treasure." Currently, I am a freshman at the University of
Hawai'i at Manoa studying Sociology and hope to research
connections between movements of indigenous island communities
to the empowerment of Uchinaanchu people in diaspora and in
Okinawa. I also hope to continue spreading awareness about Henoko
and ways to take action.
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Claire
Shimabukuro
Among the long list of roles that Claire Shimabukuro has played in her life, she is
probably best known for her participation in the 1971 Kalama Valley protest against the
eviction of Native Hawaiians and farmers. She was among 32 people who were arrested
in an event that some claim was the starting point of the Hawaiian Renaissance.
Although she spent time in corporate America as a regional manager of air freight
services, Claire’s contributions to the non-profit and community-service world are by far
her calling cards. She served as a labor organizer in Chicago and was co-chair of a
national United Workers Organization. Locally, she was a community organizer of The
Hotel and Restaurant Employees Union, served as Executive Director of The Hawaiʻi
People’s Fund, and most recently the Executive Director of the Hawaiʻi Meals on Wheels
program that provides meal delivery to thousands of Hawaiʻi residents on a daily basis.
As a sansei, Claire is proud of her Loochoo heritage and cites her background as an
inspiration for much of the work she does. Her maternal grandmother, Uto (nee
Miyasato) was born in 1889 and emigrated from Urasoe to Kohala, Moku o Keawe,
Hawaiʻi. She married Kame Shimabukuro who was born 1890 and left Chatan for Kohala,
Moku o Keawe , Hawaiʻi. Both her paternal grandmother, Kiyo (nee Higa), and
grandfather, Shitsuzen, emigrated from Nakagusuku to Paiʻa, Maui, Hawaiʻi.
Claire’s ability to bring people together in her corporate world earned her a spot in Brian
Biro’s book Beyond Success. Her family background and long history of social
engagement is documented in an interview by Gary Kubota in his book, Hawaiʻi Stories of
Change. She also appears in the film Kōkua Hawaiʻi – The Beginning of the Revolutionary
Movement in Contemporary Hawaii, produced and directed by Gary Pak as well as the
film currently in production called Ah Quon McElrath produced by the Center for Labor
Education and Research. Claire has also contributed to the National Foundation to End
Senior Hunger and her piece, “Euphemisms,” was referenced in the Huffungton Post.
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Koutaro Yuuji
Koutaro Yuuji has maternal roots in Āgun (Ahagon), Kanegusuku
(now part of Ichiman or Itoman City) and paternal roots in Guya
(Goya), Nishibaru (Nishihara Town). His mother’s family home is
named Mīmunʻnangwā (新百次⼩) and his father’s family home
name is Yīyūji (上與儀). Koutaro was born and raised in his
father’s hometown, but graduated from Futenma High School in
2013. He attended college in Hilo, Hawaiʻi where his closest
diaspora families, the Tomes and Kaneshiros, reside.
It was during his time in Hilo that his family and other diaspora
Shimanchu (people of Ryukyuan descent) helped him become
aware of his cultural identity as an Indigenous Loochooan. This
inspired him to focus on Okinawan language revitalization and
completed his BA in Linguistics from the University of Hawaiʻi at
Hilo. He is currently a MA student in the Indigenous Language
and Culture Education program at Ka Haka ʻUla o Keʻelikōlani at
UH Hilo. He also teaches a Japanese language class for third
graders at Ke Kulaʻo Nāwahīokalaniʻōpuʻu where he sometimes
incorporates Uchināguchi (Okinawan language) and Okinawan
culture in his lessons. In September, 2019 Koutaro joined the
World Ōshūkai Federation, a Shorinryū Karate school in
Tumigusuku.

